Business Development - Artificial Intelligence
Project Study

About Design AI

Design AI is a Munich based startup supported by the TUM, UnternehmerTUM, and the NVIDIA Inception Program. We develop cutting edge machine learning / deep learning solutions by combining Design Thinking and Artificial Intelligence. We offer AI training, our unique AI Use-Case identification Workshop, as well as the development, training and deployment of AI models. We work in the areas of Computer Vision, Natural Language Processing, Predictive Analytics and Business Intelligence. We are currently looking for motivated students to join our team and help to scale Design AI.

Your Responsibility

• Support and drive Business Development activities by taking ownership of your own project
• Evaluate and test market segments
• Develop and evaluate respective sales and marketing strategies
• Help to push Design AI to the next level

Your Profile

• Entrepreneurial mindset and analytical out-of-the-box thinking
• Hands-on mentality and team spirit
• Bachelor student in the field of Business/Management
• First experience in Consulting or Startups is advantageous
• Knowledge about AI and Design Thinking is advantageous

Why Design AI

• Work in a motivated and awesome team and feel the startup spirit
• Take over responsibility and act entrepreneurially
• Free coffee and snacks

Interested? Write us: frederik.mattwich@design-ai.de

By submitting your CV or application you are consenting to Design AI using and storing information about you for monitoring purposes relating to your application or future employment. This information will only be used by Design AI.

Design AI is committed to achieving workforce diversity and creating an inclusive working environment. We welcome all applications irrespective of social and cultural background, age, gender, disability, sexual orientation or religious belief.